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Not so very long ago, community development meant 
economic development, and economic development 
meant gathering only the members of the local 
business community and local government officials 
together for dialog, collaboration, and camaraderie. 
This model served most communities reasonably well 
throughout the 20th century. 

However, a new era is upon us. Global competition is 
requiring us to rethink our processes and broaden our 
perspectives with regard to who should be at the 
planning table and how we can work together to 
create the synergistic relationships that our 
community needs to thrive.  Interestingly, many 
communities are finding that the allies required to 
move our collective thinking and actions forward are 
already among us but have not been systematically 
included in the community development 
conversation. They are the creative thinkers who see 
things in new and innovative ways. They are our 
artists, musicians, and others who have developed 
their creative minds. They are those among us who 
use not only their left-brained, logical skills but also 
tap into their right-brained, creative powers. 

Unleashing the Power of the “Creative Economy” in 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 

Let us take a moment to explore the relationship 
between the arts and economic development in 
Cheyenne, Wyoming, and to think about a vision for 
community development that could result from 
collaborating to develop the creative economy. This 
concept has been explored to some degree by Daniel 
Pink in A Whole New Mind. The main focus of the 
concept is the United States’ economy is morphing 
into a “creative economy.” The notion of the 

“creative economy” is a way of describing some of 
the transitions occurring in our economy as observed 
by many prominent economists. The growing pains 
occurring while our economy transitions from one 
that relies on goods to one that relies on ideas are 
causing a healthy debate on how to best spur 
economic development in the new millennium.  

The works of Pink, Richard Florida, and others have 
caused a shift in how community developers and 
public officials are now looking at preserving and 
growing local and state economies. Richard Florida 
argues that in an economy that values ideas, the cities 
and places that will benefit the most are those able to 
attract the “creative class,” a group of talented 
workers who value vibrant communities that foster 
tolerance and serve as bastions of culture and the arts. 
According to Florida, the creative class is made up of 
those working as scientists, engineers, artists, 
musicians, architects, managers, professionals, and 
others whose jobs deal with creative or conceptual 
tasks. Under this paradigm, cities and states that 
invest in authentic participative dialog, cultural 
facilities, art houses, and music venues will prosper 
over those that invest in sports stadiums and 
convention centers. 

Similarly, Pink argues that “right brainers,” those 
creative souls who populate the arts and humanities, 
will become increasingly influential as communities 
adjust to new economic realities. He argues that we 
are moving from the information age to the creative 
age. The creative age requires people who can 
synthesize large amounts of information and apply 



that information in new ways to solve problems and 
meet the spiritual and economic needs of citizens. 

As the brand of globalization that has been developed 
to date threatens to undermine the economy of the 
United States, it is imperative that all thoughtful 
citizens understand the importance of helping our 
communities remain economically as well as socially 
viable. In other words, we must all engage in 
activities that will promote a healthy economy while 
simultaneously developing the aspects of the 
community that help us retain the best aspects of our 
humanity. 

Within this paradigm success in the 21st century 
requires that the capabilities typical of the right 
portion of the brain to see the big picture, display 
empathy, create meaning, create beauty in design and 
story, and forge relationships must be paired with the 
logical and analytical thinking that occurs so 
effectively in the left side of the brain. Together these 
perspectives can add value to human life and to the 
communities in which people live. If either 
component is missing, quality of community life can 
atrophy and decline. 

To enable Cheyenne to truly take advantage of both 
types of thinking, it is critical that we begin an 
inclusive community conversation that explores how 
those in the worlds of business and high-tech industry 
and those in the worlds of the arts and humanities can 
work together to create a progressive 21st century 
community where people want to live and work. 

Therefore, we propose a two-step process to create 
and energize this dialog in Cheyenne. The first step is 
to host a “community conversation” in which 
representatives of high-tech and other businesses, 
venture capitalists, government, the fine and 
performing arts, and K-12 and higher education can 
explore how each group can contribute to Cheyenne’s 
long-term economic and community development. 
Plans are being developed to host this community 
conversation in the fall of 2009 and to fund it with a 
grant through the LCCC Foundation.   

John Collar, the president and CEO of the Colorado 
Bioscience Association, has agreed to serve as 
moderator for this community conversation. Our 
goals include bringing together a community group 
that represents the major players who would be able 

to help us facilitate a partnership between economic 
development and the arts.  A particular opportunity 
for meaningful progress originated with the 
successful attraction of bioscience companies into 
Colorado following a similar community 
conversation in Boulder three years ago. That group 
of high-tech bioscience corporations follows the I-25 
corridor, and there willingness seems to exist to 
expand development further up that corridor into 
Cheyenne and Laramie. Additionally, the various arts 
groups in Cheyenne and Laramie have expressed 
enthusiasm for participating in this conversation as 
well. One of the primary purposes of this community 
conversation will be to examine the possibility of 
attracting bioscience and other high-tech industry to 
Cheyenne and Wyoming. 

We have set a date of Friday, October 23, 2009 for that 
initial community conversation. We anticipate 
inviting representatives from high-tech industry, state 
government, city government, county government, 
workforce development, the arts, venture capitalism, 
education, the Greater Cheyenne Chamber of 
Commerce, Cheyenne LEADS and other interested 
and invested organizations. The meeting would 
include a luncheon and a follow-up dialog lasting two 
to three hours.   

Step two will be planned by volunteers who see the 
potential for positive change in Southeast Wyoming.  
Possibilities include bringing a nationally recognized 
speaker Daniel Pink to Cheyenne in the spring of 
2010 to make a large-group presentation and a series 
of small-group consulting sessions.  These efforts 
could help us understand and apply the types of 
thinking, investments, and conversations that can 
help Cheyenne move forward as a top-flight creative 
community where a symbiotic relationship among the 
economic community, the educational community, 
government, and the arts enables new levels of social 
and economic prosperity. The funding for future 
activities will come from a variety of funding sources 
facilitated by the project’s stakeholders. This will 
increase stakeholder involvement and ownership in 
the process and contribute to the development of, and 
commitment to, a shared vision. 

The energy and commitment that evolve from these 
initial two steps will then be converted to the 
inclusive development of a strategic plan for 
community development that captures the synergy 
made possible by the collaborations developed by the 
various stakeholder groups.   

 


